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‘SUMH.4RY
.

.

contains the results of tank tests car-
trim on seventeen hulls and floats of

This report
ried out at free
vari,ous types. The data as to the weight on water, trim,

. dnd relative ‘resistance for each model are plotted nondi-
rnensionally and are referred %oth to the total weight and
to the weight on water. Despite the fact that the experi-
ments were not made systematically, a study of the models
and of the test data permits nevertheless some general de-
ductions regarding the forms of floats and their resist-
ance. One specific conclusion is that the lest models
have a maximum relative resistance not exceeding 20 per-
cent of the total weight.

INTROiNCTION

\

The present report contains the results of tank tests
made on models of seaplane floats. These tests rather
than tieing systematic refer to models of different types
selected from. a great n-~rnberof those tested in the la30r-
aiory. during the last few years~ In spite of this and of
the smallness of the models’, the resulzs are nevertheless
of sufficient interest to warrant pu’hllcation; first, 3e-
cause experimental data are not very alundan-k, and seconds
because in addition to the examination of particular cases?

.. it affords an opportunity to draw s~me general conclusions
regarding seaplane floats of given weight, given wing
structure, and given position of the center of gravity,

,
—————..-___ .___. _.-_—.._. —.__.-_ —..._-.-_- .—.- -.—..-—..-——... -—-.- ... ..——- ---- .-—-..—.- .————...

*llllsperienze idrodinamiche di modelli di ~galloggianti
d!idrovolahte (1:1 serie) .11 L!Aerotecnica, August-
September 1934, pp. 947-990.
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Test Procedure and Results

The tests were all made free to trim using the paral-
lelogram %alances with wooden frame, according to the meth-
od described in a previous report.* The aerodynamic lift
was deduced from the results of aerodynamic tests with the
complete seaplane mod.elso The measurements were made by
Carlo Bettaccini, chief engineer of the towing tankt

The models were divided into four classes: A) single
hulls, B) twin floats, C) single floats~ and D) twin
hulls. Each model is represented. in %oth profile and plan
views with the sections shown at dou%le scale for greater
clearness- The dimensions shown on the plans correspond
to those of the models. The principal geometric character-
istics of the models are given in the table, both in a%so-
lute values and in the form of ratios; in particular, the
position of the e.g. and of t’ne thrust line are given.
The table also shows the weight? model scale, and for the
floats, the reserve “imoyailcy. These data were not calcu-
lated for the hulls lecause the volume of the hulls is de-
termined from other factors than the buoyancy, and the ex-
cess %uoyancy is always quite plentiful. In a final ta%le
the principal geometric and hydrodynamic data of the mod-
els are talnzlated and compared.

The hydrodynamic characteristics of the floats are
shown in a diagram having four curves whose alscissas and
ordinates are all nondimensional. One gives the values of
the angle of trim 6 with respect to the load water line;
this latter is drawn on the longitudinal section of the
float and on it is also shown the angle of wing setting
(i”). The other curves are, respectively: ratio (g) of
weight on water .(total weight less aerodynamic lift) to
total weight; ratio (c) of resistance to total weight; aild
ratio (cr) of resistance to weight on water. The maximum

values of G -and Cr are included in t-he summarizing ta-

ble along with the geometric characteristics.

The relative r~sistance indicates the hydrodynamic
quality of the float, which evidently is letter as the
values of ~ are lower. These ratios, and Particularly
that of the resistance to weig]it on water, correspond to
the drag/lift ratio of wings (the so-called “fineness

————-————————..—..——..-—-.——..-——.... . .-__.__. . . .. ._-_. .._..-___— .. ...————_-__————

*The Hydrodynamic Laboratory of the Air Ministry for Ad-
vanced Research and Testing. L~Aerotecnicaj April

1932.
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ratio” )s It was decided to show the relative resistances
instead .o+f.t.he.igvers,e ratios, as the.,latter become infi-
nite at zero velocity and’ th.ii.a’pre’cluda :the-r-e-ad-i’ng--of
the curves at the lowest velocities. The. c curve would
have a zero ordinate at get-away speeds, which is usually
not the case in tests, were it not that the aerodynamic
resistan”c”e of the model is” included in the measured resist-
ance; the ~r curve would tend to become ‘indeterminate at
such speeds ‘because ~r = 0/0, PO that at high speeds the
c~ curves may even be rising.

In order to mak-e the abscissas nondimensional it was
obviously necessary to represent on the correspo~ding ax-
is the ratio of two speeds. This ratio was defined in the
most convenient way, “ The most common method is that of
referring to the ratio of test speed to take-off speed of

‘ the model; but since the tests were made free to tr’im, the
latter speed is not exactly defined because it is tied up
with the changes in trim which in turn depend on the pi-
lotls maneuvers.

The simpler, even though not the most probable as-
sumption, is that of supposing the take-off to occur at
the trim, corresponding to the angle of attack of the wing
giving maximun lift.

However, whether with these assumptions or with oth-
e’rs which might be made, the values of the abscissas would
r’emain linked closely to the aerodynamic characteristics
of the wing system, what is desired is to make the results
as general as possible from the hydrodynamic point of view-

Accordingly , it is believed convenient to define the
abscissas as the ratio of the test speed to that of maxi-
mum resistance, which is shown on the ta’ble with the other
fundamental data. In this manner the iuaximum of the curve
of relative resistance with respect to the ,t~tal weight
always. corresponds to abscissa 1. In order to recognize
in experimental cases the ratio of take+off s~eed, corre-
sponding to maximum wing lift , and maxi%um resistance, the
values of this ratio are marked with a cross on the scale
of the abscissas~

,. ,.,, ,...,,. ,.., .,
Utilization of the Results ‘“

,..

The results of the hydrodynamic tests on floats are
less amenable to generalization than those of aerodynamic
tests. Take the case of a wing, for example, If the
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scale e,ffect is disregarded, which with appropriate, test
methods alreadj, introduced in modern scienc’e car. even he
eliminated ,al”to&etherj the nondimensional coefficients
taken from the modal may le. applied to any qimilar wing
unde”r identical conditions. .On.the other hand, in the
case of float~ - in addition to the scale eff’ect which is
high ’for small models - there is, further, the ratio of
weight to volume, which determines the draft of the floatsj
the formation .of waves, etc.

For this reason the values of’ the resistance-weight
ratio taken from model tests are applical)le to the case
of full-size floats only within certain limits; that is,
oniy ori the basis of a restrictive assumption regarding
the changes of weight with the dimensions, This. 03viously
limits the scope of the results from a practical point of
view.

7 In order to apply the test results mad-e on the basis
of I?roudets law of similitude (whic~~ is the one adopted
in nearly all test tan”~s despite the fact t-nat it Bakes

8 no allowance for the viscosity effect) to the case of a
f-~.11-size float of different dimensions from those corre-
sponding to the scale of the mod.el$ it is obviously neces-
sary to proceed on the assumption that the total weight
of the seaplane varies as the third power of the ratio of
linear dimensions. Then the correspondi~g speeds vary as

J-x-, and the act’ual hydrodynamic resistance of a seaplane
of given dimensions at a:ly speed- is obtained from “the dia-
grams defining the ratio of this speed to that of the max-
imum resistance (gual to the critical speed of the nodel

J h) and readingmultiplied b~r ‘-- in accordance with this
the value of the relative resistance from the E curve
which, with weight noted, gives the hydrodynamic resist-
ance of the seaplane in a%solute values~

Naturally it crust Ye assmc,ed that the”’relative posi-
tion of the center of gravity remains unchanged with di-
rnensioaal changes.

To admit the foregoing assumptions means tQ maintain
unchanged, with c’n,a-ngeddimensions, the reserve buoyancy,
which might be logical on the whole althoigh for the “in-
habited hulls this reserve does not result in stability
from considerations of safe{y, but is contingent upon
practical reasons. When increasiilg the size of the. sea-
plane, we must not only consider the floats; t’he Wing sYs-
tem must also be taken into account.

,.,,
,.”.”
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Since the ratio ~ of weight on water to total weight
is unchari~b-d ‘6w6n ‘when -t-hedtmensions are- cha-nged+ -it.is
necessary that the wing” lift also change with ?L3, It
is necessary:”; in other words, as will le showil directly,
that the dimensions of the wings likewise increase in the
sane ratio as the hull, so t-nat the wing loading may iil-
crease in ratio h.

Now, the few examples of seaplanes enlarged in size
in quasi similitude show effectively that the wing loading
increases with t-he dimensions.. This is the case with the
‘hornier Walll, 1[Superwal 11arid the ll~o-xll. But the hulls of
these three are uill.ikeand consequently we lack a basis for
comparison. This is logical since with higher wing loading
the strength requirements of tlie floats are changed and
hence the form must change also.

In conclusion, even when disregarding the position of
the center of gravity, the extrapolation of the data ob-
tained in the towing tank on floats of dimensions and
weights other than those fixed by the model scale is
subject to restrictive assumptions and consequently, must

be analyzed for each particular case; that is, at least

when t-he tests are r,ade with one initial weight figure.

Deductions of Geometric Characteristics

Ail examination of the dimensions and shapes of exper-
imental models, eve:n a~i?Le from t’hose discussed here,
makes it possi%le to determine meail values fOr Certain ra-

tios of form and certain angles used in construction which.

may be very useful to the designer. Admittedly, these
values do not refer in their totality tO floats of unor-
thodox design as, for instance, tile C-2, fitted with lon-
gitudinal steps, designed to assure transverse stability;
or the hull of the A-5, although it is stable of itself

and is for that reason exceptionally broad-beamed.

The ratio L/l varies from 7 to 8 for hulls: from
5.5 to 8 for twin floats. .“

The mean value of ratio H/L = 0,11.

Rat io M/L varies from 0.4 to 0,5.

The ratio &x/ki is almays positive (the center of
gravity is forward of the step) but” is sulject to consider-
able variations; it amounts, at maximum in the models test-

lmmul■ mm mmm-—.m.. —-,-., ,, ,.,.,.,.,,., , , ,,,, -.,, ., ,.,,--...,- ,,. ,., , . .. . ... ... . . ... .,.,, . . ..—
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ed, to 6.5 percent. (For explanation of the symbols, see
figs. 5 to 38.) Ihr. 13ettaccini was,however, able to es-

tabJish a relationship between length, b’cam, and. total

weight,’ as shown in figures 1 and 2 for the hulls, and the
twin floats., respectively. According to the curves the
differences aro very minute. However, with reference to
figures 3 and 4, we immediately find:

a=30°-350 ; pl-70 -100 ; PZ=100-140 ; L= “1
3t6-5

Hydrodynamic Results

From a study of the curves and the table summarizing
“the principal results, we deduce that the value of Cmax
ranges, for normal floats, ‘between 0s20 and 0*30s The
lower values are shown for some hulls, while for floats
they geilerally do not drop below 0.25.

The float bottoms giving rise to lower resistance are
those of slieh.t V lottou and with triply divided bottoms.

1 T divided bottom and with a skeg!?Iie A-5 nodel with. trip.~
letween the two steps shows the high value of 0.26, evi-
dently because of the relatively lroad beam.

The maximum resistance corresponds generally to a load
on the waker varying ‘oetween 80 and 90 percent of the whole;
t-he percentage is higher for twin floats than for hulls,

The relative resistance with respect to the weight on
water varies from 0.25 to 0.35$ but so:~etir.es their maxinum
is not definalle. Floats considered as win~s have then a
maximua hydrodynamic efficiency }-~llich at best amounts to 4.

The ratio of take-off speed calculated on the basis

of maximum wing lift to that of the maximum resistance de-

pends on the wing loading and varies bet~{een 2 al~d 3~5=

!!7hemodels showing greater angles of trim are usually
those having a higher resistance

CONCLUSIONS.,..

In conclusion it’ may “oe stated that, allowing for the
scale effect, estina%le at around 15 percent, the better
‘gulls under normal conditions of loading have a maximum

.. ————. .. . . .. . . .. .,, , ,, ,, m.
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hydrodynamic resistance. which may even go below 20 percent
“. of -~lleweight! ..~lhilethe. percentage for twin fioats is

slightly higher.

The figures and diagrams
elsC

refer to the different mod-

Translation hy J, Yanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

.

.,



Table of principal Geometric and Hydrodynamic Data of the Models

T~ig.T-ype

ure
NO.

11-12! A4
i-

i3-14\ A5

M-d A5
1’7-18 .17
19-20 AD

33-34i cl
35-36 1 C2

g
1

7.18
6.88
5.08

5.65

4.?0

7.06
7.85
7’.?5

8.45
6.18
7.80
7.91
7.93
7.98

6.05
2.07

5.35

0.125 0.408
.134 .;376
.I.27 .384

● 133

I

.403
.09P. .415
.095 .433

.104

.119

.114

.111

.111

.125

.535
,475
.518
.523
.520
.523

&& ~ Scale

M H
of

model

A

t
0.0385” 1.410 ‘ 1:1O
.0296 1.510 1:9
.0087 1.135 1:12.6:

.0454 1.410 1:14.5

●0373 ‘ 1.240 1:25

.0375 .985 1:20

.0364 1,680 1:15

.0130 1.700 1:15

.o~qslz.gaol 1:10

.0193 2.280 1:15

.0084 2.650 1:15

.0534.1.645 1:10

&

+’

. ●

.0110 3.42 1:10

.0198 1.5~! 1:20

1.890 3.10
2 ● 100 3.08
2- 3.35

1.305 3.05

2.241 3-

1.750 3.02
1.778 1.90
1.7?8 3ei0

.350 2.50

.740 S.18

.742 2.60

.803 2.3!3

.803 2.42

--t--

1.333 2.92

.~r~ 2.42
1.‘?2C 2.50

● !312-m

To II.220 O*2KI

6°101 .260I .320
I

so .210I .250
8° .255 .275
8° .250 .320

m
70 II.300 increasing7o10t .290 0.350

I’&
.--1
0
9

I

02
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Figure

Length,betweenperpendioularfl
Be3m,maxh.ull
Depth i=
Distanoeof atop aft of forwmrdperpendicular(FP)3J=
Beam at Btep b=

3J1 = ?.85 E/L = 0.098 M/L = 0.415
DistanOeof e.g. aft of Y.P.
Di8tanoeof e.g. abovebe@e line ::
Weight of model (to soale) P=
Height of thrwt line above b-e line YT =

J&;/M..-.0,Q364 Y/n = 1,680

%’:.~mm

95.5 m
408 m
ma BUO
385 m
161 m
1.778 kg
a30 UUB

d = trhk of twi; floats- A = weight on mater - ‘-
Scale of mbdel 1 : 15

3.7 ●

Figure 18.
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Figure

Lengthbetweenperpendioulmm L
Rem, maxim
Depth

z

DiataMe of otep aft of forwardperpendioulwr(?’P)E
Beam at step b

L/l = 7.76 H/L = 0.096 n/L = 0.433
DiSta.noeof e.g. aft of F.P. x
Distc.noeof e.g. above base line T
Weight of nndel (to soale) P
Height of thrustline abovebase line

I&x/m %= 0.0130 r/E = 1.700
r’,= Weluht of full size

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

1000 mm
129 ~
95 mm
433.3 mm
1.23m

420 m
161 mm

li~:e:g

19.

& /wax

Figure 20.
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fl Al’
~ 20 80 60

e~ .....i........!J...........l..........=..-J
T*rtkal Lengthbetweenperpondioularm L=490mm

Beam,maximIM 1= 58m
Traok of twin floatn .i-aoom
Depth 22= 51mm
Distanoeof step aft of foawmrdPerpendioulcr(FP) H . a51.i?5mm
Beam at step b= 54m

1
L/a = 8.45 2i/L= 0.104 X/L = 0.535

Distanoeof e.g. aftof F.P.
dil = 3.45

x=a40m
Distanoeof e.g. abovebane line Y=149m

o
Weight of model (to ●oale) P = 0.350kg.
Heightof thrustline aborel&g;oline ?~ . 149 m

14-x/M= 0.0445 Y/H = .
PT = weight of full mize

9 m.angleof tangentat water line forward
p, = anglebetweenfor. and aftorb~ k.el.

8
b =CJkzlabetweenforebody kmX and keel tit of seoondntap
io= ~g~e of “iW ~etting=elati*eto water line- 40 401
A . weight on water aoale of ncdel 1 : 10

Figure 21.
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Yrma x

Figure 22.
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70r*icd
I Lens?thbetweenperwendioulam L=55S=

Beeii,ma%inmm - - t=womm
Traok of twinfloatn a=s?om.m
Depth H. 66m
Distanceof step aft of firwardperpendioule.r(PP)H . 264 ~
Beam at step

L/I = 6.18
b. 89mn

E/L = 0.119 13/L= 0.475 d/1 = 4.12
Distanoeof e.g. aft of F.P. X - 253.3=
Distanoeof e.g. above base linO T = 152.7mm
Weightof model (to aoake) P = 0.740 kg
Reservebuoyanoy Vt - 0.770 kg
Heightof thrwt line akc.vebase line YT = 172:7~

u-x/t4= 0.0193 Ylx - 2.2ao
PT = weightof full nize
a = angleof tangentat water line forward
pi = anglebetweenfore and afterbodykemlm
$8 = anglebetieenforebodykeel and keel aft of @eoond s+.ep
i = mgle of wing settingrelativeto vator line - 30
A = Wei6hton water Soale of nxldel1 : 15

Figure 23.

mm
Figure 24.
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mrtlml

Lengthbetweenperpendioulsrm
B3@I,m3XlU
Txnok of twinfloats
Depth
Distanoeof stoptitoffomsrdperpex

Lt #t*p
t - 7.80 3s/L- 0.114 ii/L- 0
----- - q. aft of r.P.

J. above tie line
1 (to Soc.le)
OY
mt line ~b,.=}asemlino

4

ldioulsr(PP) E:
b=

.51s djl = 4.18
X.alsmm
Y.139m

0.7~ kg
0.532kg
1s2.8m

Figure
of ●eoondstep
line = 30
: 15

25●

Figure 26.
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Tartltd
Len@h bmtwem p9XpMldiGUtiZ~
aeu, MILximm
Trr40kof twin flomtm
Depth
Dimtanoeof steptitof forwardw
Beam at atop
L/l=7.91 E}L - O.lLL U/L

Qintame 0: e.g. aft of F.P.
;.,*OTe bM9 lina

L-

::
E.

BrpenfliOuLu(rP) # :

- o.sas d/a- s.aa
r= .5 m

DiI!tanoeor 0.s Y- m
Weightof mwlal [to SOUOJ P - 0.803 kp

475

lg

a48
66

233
.97

l+e.s~rvebuoyanay”
. ...

Vt = 0.467 G
Heightof thrustline abovebase lint Tp..94Un0

M-x/b!- 0.0534 T/X = 1.645
PT = wei ht of full size

fa = UIR 0 of tanrcelltat water liriaforw~d
●*1*h - @.I@o be+-ofi fore d aftmmq kt ___

Pg = ~gle ba~em forebocvke*l and keel aft of seoondsttp
i = -lo of wing settingrelativ.to watar line - 60
A = wei@ on water Eecle of mcd*L 1 : 10

Figure 27.5671

*.E.?

Figure’~8
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I
Yawed

Lengthbetweenperpendiou2ars L=476mx
BeFMI,maxim
Traok of *~ f30at o

L= 6olIm
d.3ZiOmm

Depth H= 53mm
Distanoeofmtep aft of for!uudperpendloulzr(7P)y - 2$~.5ma

“’Y/;t=’;%3 H/L = 0.133 33/L= o.5ao dfa -5>: g ;m
Distaxneof 0.s. aft of F.P.
DiBtanoeof e.g. abovebase line Y = 87”lmn
Weightof Mdel (to soale) P = 0.803kg
Rznervebuo$vumy Vt = 0.457kg
Heightof thruntline abovebase llne YT. 94mm

U-IIU . 0.c6a8 Y/El= 1.640
,7. “apt of fun sizm
a = ang e of tangentat water line forward
S1 = anglebe~een fore ard titcrbO~ k.el=
f~ z ::;

e batweenforebo& Iteelard keel aft of awoml stm
.io of ●I% netting-relstireb water line = 6°

A = weight on water Eoale of model 1 : 10

Figure 29.

jy.*as

Figure 30.
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1 0

Lengthbetweenpmpendioulcum L=591m
Beam,maximm z= 74n
?raok of twin flowts d=3ZOmm
D@h E= 74-
Diatenoeof step aft of forward perpendioulmr(~) g : 303.~m
Beam at step

L/l - 7.s8 H/L - 0.125 U/L - o.6a3 dlt - 4.3a
Distanoeof a.g. tit of F.P. x . a87.6B93
Distanoeof o. . ●bove bume line

f
Y=179m

Weight of mode (to seals)
Reservebuoyanoy

P = 1.333kg
V* - 0.993kg

Height of thruntline ●bove base line YT = 179 m
M-x/M. 0.0660 T/E - a.4ao

PT = weightOf full size
a = angle Of tangentat water line forward
FJ1= 8n@0 betweenfora d &ftarbodykoela
% = -gle betweenforebodykeel mdk eel aft of meoond ,tq
iO = angleof wing settingrelative@ water line . 40
A . weight on water Soa.le of EC&a 1 : 15

Figure 31.

Figure 32.
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Tm’tid

I La@&p: perpmdioulars L-500m
1 - 82.8m

,hpth ‘i. 48.1 m
Distanocof.ctepaft of forwardperpexkiiaular(FP)M - 336.25mm
*am d -tap ?a=78nm

L/a = 6.05 E/L- 0.065 ‘i/L-0.511
Dintanoeof O.K. aft of F.P. x = 246.25m
Dint.moe of e.g. above base line Y-139m
Weightof !mdel (to rnkle) P = 0.46i3kg
Resema buoyanoy V* = 0.356kg
Heightof thrustline •i%v~~e8;in* r~ = 134 m

2i-x/M. 0.0390
% = -iw of full size-”
a . angle of tangentat water line fo~*rd
.& = aU@O betwae~fore ana aftarbodykeels
% = I!3@ebetweenforebodykeel and keel aft of seoondimep
io . angle of wing settiogrelativeto water line - 3° 45,
d . traokof twin floats .4. weimht on water
Soaleof model 1 : 16

-——..—._ —._

Figure 33.

Figuxe 34.
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. ----------------- —----

L.sngtllkdween perpendiculars L-60Uam
Beam.mm%inu!n

Renervebuovanw V+ = 2.240k=
l=a95mm EeiKht of t

Depth H= 5omm
Diatanoeof step aft of formzd

perpendioulaz(3T) kl. s46n!m
Beam at atep b=306mm

L/l = 2.0? 2/L = 0.084 UIL - 0.678

..– ..
tbmmt line●bove bsae lina T;.175 MM”

-x-x/x= 0.0110 Y/2 - 3.4a
PT - waiEht of full SiZO
a = angle of tangentat wetar line forwaxd
$% = anglebetweenfore end afterbodykeels
B. = anglebetweenforehxtykeel knd keel titof seooodstep

mrle Of wins aettirarelatireto water line- ao al,Disthoe Of-e.g.--titof F.P. ‘- X = 308 mm ‘~6=0_
Dintzrmeof e.g. above tam line Y - 171.5mm a = trzok of triin0*t8-
Weight of model (to aoale) P = 1.720kg Boale of model 1 : 10 Figure 35.

Fiwe 30.
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1

6

Lengthbetweenperpandloularm L=455mm
Beam, IMximun
‘1’mokof twinfloats

1= .95a3
a=aa4~

B

Depth E = 62.5 mm
Di@2U100of step aft Of forwardPOl’p0~iOU22U(lT’)M - 226.5m
eam at step
L/l = 5.35

b- @5mm
H/L - 0.137 U/L = 0.497 dja - 2.64

4,s+. ”.- -* - 7. aft of F.P, x=2r’” —
s.above base line Y= $

Di..s,.... “. ..5 ,.. z
Dimtanoeof o.g 96mm
Weight of nmdel (to s.sale) P = 0.812kg
Height of thrustline aboveb-e line r~ = 190 m

U-x/Ii= 0.0198 Y/E- 1.53
PT - weight of full ‘---
a . angle of ta~<

1
I - anglebetweenfore mud Z.fterbodyk..l,
. = =gle between forebodgkeel ati keel mft of ●eoond step
IO ~ ~WIe of ~=g ~et*lW rel=tiveto “ate= line,_ 40 45*
A = weight,on water Soale0: model 1 : 20

4 . . . .

ant ●t mt ar line fOrward

Figure 37.
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Figure S8.
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